Edmond Rostand

Rostand spouses... a great and real love story between two writers... between Ed-

mond and Rosemonde, the woman without which Cyrano would have remained just a vague
idea at the bottom of a trash... inside...
A show tightened on the intimacy of the couple, welded by a passion for the theatre and poetry.

Rosemonde Gérard

Cyrano de Bergerac
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Maude and Philippe Bulinge

Critical success
Good idea to revive this pair of writers, associated especially Cyrano and the
immense success the piece won since its creation (1897). We discover the anguish of writing Edmond, his love of the theatre and especially the love of his
life, his wife. Poetess, Rosemonde Gérard marries him in 1890. It comes here
to their conversations, their privacy, their complicity, their tenderness when
she decides to give up writing to focus on him. Of the jealousy of the latter, too, when the writer is
completely blown away by Sarah Bernhardt. The text is well written (Philippe Bulinge), in the manner
of Rostand, with some Alexandrians. The two actors, very good, make us rediscover a poet we know
very well and the woman he loved.
We enjoy. Sylviane Bernard-Gresh
The excellent text of Philippe Bulinge, specialist
of the work of Edmond Rostand, with happiness
evokes the history of this passionate relationship,
while giving us to hear some of the most beautiful
verses of Rostand. [...] This text is also worn by great actors: Vincent Arnaud is a Rostand which passes
from elation to despair. Charlotte Michelin embodies a Rosamond touching and sometimes shocking,
but always determined.
A show, exciting and above all very moving, not to be missed ! Ruth Martinez
The staging by the author is perfect; He uses the costumes to
show time passing in an inventive way.
Charlotte Michelin is a perfect Rosamond, any intelligence,
delicacy and prettiness.
In alternation, Vincent Arnaud and Victor Bratovic camp an Edmond tortured by this immense talent
who sometimes exceed and crushes him often, but always delights us. Thomas Sertillanges

JE N’AI QU’UNE VIE
In Les Rostand, I loved everything. The text and the staging of Philippe Bulinge. The themes, and the
bias. How to evoke by a few tirades, each piece of Rostand (it’s like that, when I hear the tirade from
the Rotisserie of poets, I crack completely). The game of two players.
Really, I think this piece is a gem. Guillaume d’Azemar de Fabrègues

The play
It’s the life of Edmond Rostand which serves as the setting for this show and his loving and passionate
relationship with Rosemonde Gérard, brilliant poetess, that he married very young and who accompanied decisively the construction of his work and his theatrical career without common measure.
Les Rostand is an ode to poetry and theatre. We discover the throes of creation and the difficulties
of love shared between two people who complement each other to the point of choking each other...
Support of all times, Rosemonde sees her poet husband slowly away and doubt...

A wonderful story of love between two poets...
Philippe Bulinge, who knows perfectly the life of these two writers, since it published many editions
of plays of Rostand, as part of his academic research, invented the dialogues between the two lovers,
in seeking constantly to their most faithful be possible, by combining these exchanges with excerpts
from their works.
Les Rostand is thus an opportunity to regain the great stages of the theatre of Rostand. The hymn to
the Sun of Chantecler, the tirade of Non thanks of Cyrano... But also parts less now, known as the Samaritan woman or the distant Princess.
We see then live and build this couple of writers at the pace of their successes and their failures,
between dreams and disappointments.
The piece also revives this Paris of the first world war, where the theater is King, Queen poetry, and
where major actors, such as Sarah Bernhardt, Constant Coquelin and Lucien Guitry, are idols scurrying
among the spouses Rostand.

The spouses Rostand
1868: birth of Edmond Rostand.
1871: birth of Rosemonde Gérard.
1886 : Meets two poets who married in 1890.
1888 : Failure of the first piece of Edmond, a vaudeville, Le Gant rouge.
1889 : Publication of the first collection of poems of Rosemond, Les Pipeaux. Success in the literary circles
and Academy Awards.
1890 : Publication of the first collectionof poems of Edmond, Les Musardises. Failure.
1891 - 1894: first success for Edmond at the Comédie Française. Rosemonde supports the man and writer.
She creates no more personal works.
1895 - 1897 : Sarah Bernhardt plays La Princesse lointaine and La Samaritaine.
1897 triumph of Cyrano de Bergerac.
1900: triumph of L’Aiglon. Edmond falls ill and part of the Basque country breathe the fresh air. It is more
and more depressed. The success and the disease experience the couple.
1903: Edmond entered the French Academy.
1903-1906: construction of the Villa Arnaga at Cambo baths.
1910: Failure critical of Chantecler. Crisis ﬁnal between two spouses who don’t get divorced. Edmond end
more new parts merely changes minor on the previous.
1911-1914: Rosemonde collaborates with their son Maurice to writing Un bon petit diable and La Marchande d’allumettes. She will resume a personal literary career after the war. She died in 1953.
1918: Edmond is a victim of the Spanish flu, shortly after the victory.

Rosemonde : JI’m here. Trembles more. It’s that too, you don’t know what you’re able to finish my Edmond yet. Your words make me tremble. Your words will do shudder of emotion known as humanity.
The derisive will laugh ! I don’t care ! Some will weep in the shadow and thanks to you.

An author and a hero

Often presented as the last of the great romantics, Edmond Rostand
(1868-1918) is not the man of one piece. But literary history tends to
reduce his biography to it.
As Cyrano de Bergerac (1897) this unexpected masterpiece, was, like its author, a singular destiny. It’s
a success unprecedented and ever renewed since. At the end of the first performance, the spectators
applauded for more than an hour continuously, Rostand is done the field of Knight of Légion d’honneur and becomes the youngest academician of history in 1903. More than a thousand performances
are given during his lifetime, the work is translated into all languages and played in the four corners
of the world.
After the death of the poet, the success is full. Adapted the piece many times to the cinema and José
Ferrer Gets an oscar for his performance in 1960, while Gérard Depardieu and Jean-Paul Rappeneau
get in 1991 10 cesars, two prizes at Cannes and an oscar. On stage, all major actors want to embody
Cyrano: Marais, Weber, Huster, Belmondo, Sorano, Torreton...
But little by little the author fades before his hero...
We know Cyrano, but we know more Rostand.
Edmond: [...] Everything is around us, industrial, modern, brick, Zola broc, concrete, the dream at the
door, as a star dust coal dust. A frosty levelling spreads over the things and beings. It is colder in Paris
since we play these dreary parts.
Rosemonde : Definitely. So Parisians consume more coal and the production of unnecessary goods, manufactured by a shamefully exploited population, skyrocketing.
Edmond : The Figaro reported labour riots occurred across the northern suburbs of Marseille, between
Calais, Rennes, Strasbourg and the Canebière, with watchword of the «Hugo, president!» and slogans
that will cross history...
Rosemonde : «it is forbidden to forbid the musings on stage!»
Edmond : You even disfigured posters of most of the shows played this season by adding to the red
paint...
Rosemonde : «demand the impossible: poetry in the theatre!
Edmond : But the police and the army, though, of course, came to the rescue of our dear playwrights.
Rosemonde : They gave to the bourgeois crimes poster and the Adulterers.
Edmond : And under the cobblestones of Paris, point Sahara or Valley of the Nile where time passes
imperceptibly, GRE veils and pink flamingos flights...
Rosemonde : Cleopatra has let slip on the floor his transparent silk dress...
Edmond :... to put on a blue overalls who virilise her...
Rosemonde :... and be called Lucette!
Edmond : Definitely too dark, I can’t, I don’t want it anymore. I don’t keep, I throw. Need me heroes,
need us heroes, out of this world. Need us the big, beautiful, some a bit wrong maybe but of the huge,
huge, the gigantic! Nothing small, nothing cute. No nothing petty, nothing ugly, anything that reminds
the man that he is not a hero, if not the fall. If she has the grace of a long flight...

A double injustice to repair
Philippe Bulinge, in his play, shows the curse was this success
for its author, become national poet and transfixed during his
lifetime.
Certainly it made him world-famous and gave him the recognition of the theatrical world he dreamed. But the pressure that fell
on his shoulders, when it took again the miracle «Cyrano» and
write new pieces that everybody expected, exceeded its forces.
Rosemonde, support at all times but worn by the States of mind
of her husband, she also failed to prevent that their common
dream turns into a nightmare...
It must be said that Edmond, before Cyrano, was already a particularly tortured man, constantly doubting the quality of its
production, at the point of constantly tearing his work, starting,
not finishing anything. Fortunately, in the shadows, Rosemonde
was working...
In 2016, it is the turn of Alexis Michalik, with his Edmond, interested in the life of this author less well known than his hero. But still, Edmond Rostand is obscured by
a character that bears his name but that is not him and his life summarized in the few weeks surrounding the creation of Cyrano de Bergerac...
The room of Michalik, who is a resounding and well-deserved success, however stray too far from the
historical truth and Rostand a character far from reality, whereas Rosemonde, the muse, the poetess,
the woman without which nothing could be, figure of the woman artist who sacrificed his own career
by love, reduced to a a woman interested in money.

L Õéternelle chanson
Lorsque tu seras vieux et que je serai vieille,

Et comme chaque jour je t'aime davantage,

Lorsque mes cheveux blonds seront des cheveux blancs,

Aujourd'hui plus qu'hier et bien moins que demain,

Au mois de mai, dans le jardin qui s'ensoleille,

Qu'importeront alors les rides du visage ?

Nous irons réchauffer nos vieux membres tremblants.

Mon amour se fera plus grave - et serein.

Comme le renouveau mettra nos coeurs en fête,

Songe que tous les jours des souvenirs s'entassent,

Nous nous croirons encore de jeunes amoureux,

Mes souvenirs à moi seront aussi les tiens.

Et je te sourirai tout en branlant la tête,

Ces communs souvenirs toujours plus nous enlacent

Et nous ferons un couple adorable de vieux.

Et sans cesse entre nous tissent d'autres liens.

Nous nous regarderons, assis sous notre treille,

C'est vrai, nous serons vieux, très vieux, faiblis par l'âge,

Avec de petits yeux attendris et brillants,

Mais plus fort chaque jour je serrerai ta main

Lorsque tu seras vieux et que je serai vieille,

Car vois-tu chaque jour je t'aime davantage,

Lorsque mes cheveux blonds seront des cheveux blancs.
[...]

Aujourd'hui plus qu'hier et bien moins que demain.

RosemondeGérard

The author and Edmond Rostand

Born in 1974 in Lyon, Philippe Bulinge founded with his wife, Maude, the choreographer, La Compagnie Intersignes, and is responsible for the first show of the adaptation work and the writing of texts. Very quickly,
the company is supported by the local authorities of the Region Rhône-Alpes.

In addition to his duties as Artistic Director, he became researcher in literature, published in the Théâtrales,
Arléa, L’Harmattan and Garnier-Flammarion editions. He has the pleasure of discovering in 2004 an unpublished manuscript of the author of Cyrano: the translation, adaptation and implementation of Goethe’s Faust.
The dialogue that is established between Edmond Rostand and him during the long and painstaking reconstruction of the manuscript reveals to Philippe Bulinge the need to put themselves at the service of its own
texts, with real conviction: his production as a playwright can exist only in the tension towards the stage
space and the work of the actors branch. Theatrical writing thinks so in the truth of the tray and feeds on the
table and on stage work in a continuous reciprocal movement.
After successfully staging this Faust of Edmond Rostand, 26 performances in all France, two tours supported
by the SPEDIDAM, it creates in 2015, Les Rostand, whose writing issues - the story of a couple which is built
and destroyed around the Act of writing and its problems - and one of the performances - which takes place
on November 13, 2015 , the night of the attacks in Paris - lead him to think of a drama where the daily life of
a couple meets ancient tragedy of youth and the commitment by excellence: Antigone.
But before starting, he immersed himself in the world of Camille Claudel as choreography his wife and in the
memories of her childhood with Les Malandrins de Chartreuse where he tells and staged a real novel cloak
and swords in the décor natural and majestic of the «voie sarde» in the Chartreuse mountains, bringing together nearly 1700 spectators.

Edmond : I’m sad to see you go to the night of glory.
Rosemonde : I’m afraid.
Edmond: Sarah?
Rosemonde : No. Of you. Me. Of us. Everything. Of the new daily, the worldly who reaches out. Success
and fame. Calm that inevitably follows the storm. The ceasefire which succeeded the grapeshot fire. I
am afraid that we are like those warriors who aspire to peace, in the middle of the ongoing carnage, but
which, once reached, once conquered, can’t stand anywhere, because they are more made for her.
Tonight, time dies, it does not flow. Second collapse on itself into a dust that surrounds me. On the
ground, tonight, your writing on a sheet that shivers. I love you.
We both loved, Edmond. We loved so much in the power of the dream, we loved so much in the nights
of torture, where the deduction made you ill, to die, to clear the guts on the floor of the House, we are
loved so much in the mornings all similar dedicated to writing, the annihilation of our doubts and fears.
Edmond : Don’t talk about the past, Rosemonde. Rest.
Rosemonde: Close the door ! The blare murder me.
The battles of the work table have transformed us and those glory nights complete our old world. Will
you love me in the new? I’m afraid that the enthusiasm that saved us turns into a silly carnal and ephemeral Epicureanism. The man is like the animal, he feared the pain and seeks to avoid it. You get really
burned only once.

Main published works:
Faust de Goethe, adaptation, translation and put in verse by Edmond Rostand, Paris, unpublished work, Editions Théâtrales, 2007.
Proceedings of the Symposium «Edmond Rostand: Renaissance of a work», texts gathered by
Guy Lavorel and Philippe Bulinge, Lyon, CÉDIC, 2007.
Edmond Rostand, Chantecler, Paris, GF Flammarion, 2006.
Edmond Rostand, La Samaritaine, Gospel in three paintings, in verse, Paris, editions L’Harmattan, collection Christian otherwise, 2004.
Marshal Marmont, Avec Bonaparte, Paris, Arléa, 2004.

• Création 2016

Les Malandrins de Chartreuse, Mobile drama show
for 4 professional actors and comedians 60-lovers.
10 performances in 2016, 1700 spectators - 10 new representations in 2017.

• Création 2016

Camille Claudel, dramatic and choreographic play for
two dancers, an actress and three screens (January 2016).

• Création 2015

Les Rostand - À l’ombre d’un rêve, drama for three
actors (June 2015). Recovery in Paris from March 10 to June
3, 2017. Nearly 40 performances in the France.

• Création 2013

Faust de Rostand, drama for three actors and a screen
(June 2013). 26 performances in all France.

• Création 2009

Et mon ombre s’étendit au pied des tours, choreographic piece for three dancers and three screens (May
2009).

Main cultural actions carried out by the « Compagnie Intersignes »

Latest shows created by the « Compagnie Intersignes »

Since 2004
Between contemporary creations and cultural action.
In a changing world, make decompartmentalisation of arts and disciplines key to account for its complexity and modern thought and explore all the reports to the public
to reach, move, say and meet the man.

• A season in Chartreuse (2016-2017): long period of residence
for creation and dissemination in the rural territory of SaintChristophe-la-Grotte (73) leading to the creation of a show
combining 7 professionals and amateurs of the troupe «Les
Passeurs d’histoires». Mobilization of many volunteers (60).
With the support of the County Council of Savoie, the Chartreuse Park and the Auvergne region-Rhône-Alpes (device
FIACRE) and SPEDIDAM.
• Residency at the Centre of Social and cultural of Grigny (69)
- September 2015 to June 2016.
• Récit-pro-Cité, Culture at the 2009 hospital. From January
2009 to January 2010. 6 professional artists - mobilization of
20 people with disabilities, of 50 teenagers and 15 elderly with the hospital Henry Gabrielle of Hospices civilians Lyon,
the social centres of Pierre-Bénite, Saint-Genis-Laval and
Grigny, home Ambroize Croizat, the House of the people of
Pierre-Bénite - with the support of the cities of Pierre-Bénite,
Saint-Genis-Laval and Grigny, the Regional Council, the DRAC,
the ARHRA and the European Social Fund..

• Demain l’humain, Parade of the Biennale of Lyon 2008
dance, on behalf of the towns of Saint-Genis-Laval, Pierre-Bénite and Grigny. From April 2007 to September 2008. 8 professional artists - Mobilisation of 300 volunteers in the priority
neighbourhoods of the city contracts - a workshop-integration
site specifically created for the manufacture of costumes with
9 employees in great difficulties, framed by 3 employees - multiple partners (Social Centres, various associations, schools of
music and dance, school, charity, PLIE...) - Exchange European
with a city of Italy.
• Espace-Temps, Culture in hospital 2006 - 2007. From October 2006 to June 2007. 4 professional artists - mobilization of
25 dependent elderly people and 20 teenage girls - with the
Geriatric Hospital Bell Mourier of Hospices civilians from Lyon,
the social Center of Grigny - with the support of the cities of
Givors and Grigny, the Regional Council, the DRAC, the ARHRA
and the European Social Fund.
• Khoreiapolis, Parade of the Biennale of the Lyon 2006 dance
for cities in Givors and Grigny. From April 2005 to September
2006. 6 professional artists - mobilization of 250 volunteers
especially in the priority neighbourhoods of the city - a specially created integration workshop-site contracts for the manufacture of costumes and tanks employing 11 people in great
difficulties, framed by 3 employees - multiple partners (Social
Centres, various associations, schools of music and dance,
school, charity, PLIE...).
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